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Abstract
In this article, we study the quantum theory of gravitational boundary modes
on a null surface. These boundary modes are given by a spinor and a spinor-
valued two-form, which enter the gravitational boundary term for self-dual
gravity. Using a Fock representation, we quantise the boundary fields, and
show that the area of a two-dimensional cross section turns into the difference
of two number operators. The spectrum is discrete, and it agrees with the
one known from loop quantum gravity with the correct dependence on the
Barbero – Immirzi parameter. No discrete structures (such as spin network
functions, or triangulations of space) are ever required—the entire derivation
happens at the level of the continuum theory. In addition, the area spectrum
is manifestly Lorentz invariant.
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1. Introduction
In loop gravity, the quantum states of the gravitational field are built
from superpositions of spin network functions, which consist of gravitational
Wilson lines for an SU(2) (respectively SL(2,C)) spin connection AABa.
Wherever the Wilson lines meet, all free indices of the parallel transport
[Pexp(− ∫γ A)]AB must be saturated and contracted with an invariant tensor
(an intertwiner). Otherwise gauge invariance is violated.
In the presence of inner boundaries the situation is different.1 The Wil-
son lines can now have open ends at the boundary, where they create a sur-
face charge, namely a spinor-valued surface operator πˆA. Gauge invariance
is restored when both the connection and the boundary spinors transform
accordingly. Suppose now that there are N such punctures that carry N
spinors πˆ1A, . . . , πˆ
N
A (see figure 1), such that we can introduce the following
spinor-valued surface density
πˆA(z) =
N∑
i=1
πˆiAδ
(2)(zi, z), (1)
where δ(2)(·, ·) is the two-dimensional Dirac distribution at the boundary. In
the N → ∞ continuum and ~ → 0 semi-classical limit this surface density
will define a classical field πA(z). What is the geometric significance of this
surface density in general relativity?
The answer becomes most obvious when considering self-dual (complex)
gravity [6]. The action in the bulk is given by the BF topological action
plus a constraint, namely
SM[Σ, A,Ψ] =
i
8πG
∫
M
ΣAB ∧ FAB [A]− 12ΨABCDΣAB ∧ ΣCD, (2)
where ΣAB is the self-dual Plebański two-form, F
A
B is the curvature of
the self-dual connection and ΨABCD = Ψ(ABCD) is a spin (2, 0) Lagrange
multiplier (the Weyl spinor) imposing Σ(AB ∧ΣCD) = 0 (the simplicity con-
straint). If we want to consider a manifold with boundaries (at, say, large
but finite distance) boundary terms have to be added, otherwise the varia-
tional problem is ill-posed. The defining feature of the self-dual action (2)
is that all fields carry only unprimed (left-handed) indices A,B,C, . . . . Is
1The coupling of spin networks to boundaries was first studied in the context of null
surfaces that satisfy the isolated horizon boundary conditions [1–3], in our case no such
restrictions are required [4, 5].
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there then an SL(2,C) gauge invariant boundary term that has this feature
as well (i.e. contains only left-handed fields)? In the case of null boundaries,
such a boundary term exists [4, 5], and its existence relies on the following
observation: The pull-back ΣABab
←−
of the self-dual two-form to a null bound-
ary can be written always as a symmetrised tensor product of a spinor ℓA
and a spinor-valued two-form ηAab, which are both intrinsic to the bound-
ary. An SL(2,C) gauge invariant boundary term can be then introduced
quite immediately, and it is simply given by the three-dimensional boundary
integral
S∂M[η, ℓ|A] = i
8πG
∫
∂M
ηA ∧DℓA, (3)
where DℓA = dℓA + AABℓ
B is the exterior covariant derivative of ℓA. The
origin of this boundary term is further explained in section 2, see also [4, 5]
for further references.
Notice then that the boundary term (3) is essentially an integral over a
symplectic potential. Performing a 2+1 decomposition along the null bound-
ary, we can identify canonical variables at the boundary. The configuration
variable is given by the spinor ℓA (a null flag), its canonically conjugate
momentum is a spinor-valued surface density
πA =
i
16πG
ǫˆ
ab
ηAab, (4)
where ǫˆab is the Levi-Civita density (a tensor-valued density) on a cross-
section of the boundary.
The purpose of this paper is to give a more thorough analysis of these
boundary variables, in both classical and quantum gravity. First of all
(section 2), we explain the geometric origin of the boundary fields ℓA and
ηAab for a four-dimensional causal diamond, whose boundary is null (see
figure 2 for an illustration). Next, we introduce the appropriate boundary
and corner terms. We then show that the boundary action (3) contributes
a corner term to the pre-symplectic potential on a space-like three-surface,
which intersects the boundary transversally. Section 3 deals with the quan-
tum theory. Starting from the boundary fields, we construct four pairs of
harmonic oscillators and define the corresponding Fock vacuum. Upon in-
troducing the Barbero – Immirzi parameter, we can then write the oriented
area of the two-dimensional corner as the difference of two number oper-
ators. The spectrum is discrete and matches (up to ordering ambiguities)
the loop quantum gravity area spectrum [7, 8]. The result is obtained with-
out ever introducing discrete structures, such as spin network functions or
3
triangulations of space. In addition, the derivation is manifestly Lorentz in-
variant. Finally (section 4), we explain the compatibility of the result with
loop gravity in the spin network representation.
The paper is part of a wider effort [4, 5, 9] to understand null surfaces,
causal structures and internal boundaries in non-perturbative and canonical
quantum gravity in terms of the spinorial representation of loop quantum
gravity [10–12]. A similar formalism using metric variables (rather than
spinors) is being developed by Freidel and collaborators [13, 14], see also
[15] for gravity in three dimensions. In addition, our results are probably
relevant for the so-called BF representation [16, 17] as well.2
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Figure 1: In loop quantum gravity the quantum states of the gravitational field are built
from gravitational Wilson lines (lying in a three-dimensional spatial hypersurface). These
Wilson lines can hit a two-dimensional boundary C, where they create a surface charge,
namely a spinor-valued surface density πA.
2. Boundary and corner terms for self-dual variables
Consider then general relativity in the self-dual formulation [6]. The
configuration variables in the bulk are the self-dual Plebański area two-
2Bahr, Dittrich and Geiller [16, 17] have proposed recently a radical reformulation
of loop quantum gravity in the continuum, which is built over a distributional vacuum
peaked at flat or constantly curved three-geometries. In this new representation, one
finds a more complicated area spectrum [17]. In our continuous Fock representation, the
original loop gravity area spectrum is recovered (up to quantisation ambiguities). The
two representations are therefore likely unitarily inequivalent, such that normalised states
in one representation may only reappear as distributions in the other.
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form ΣAB = Σ(AB) and the sl(2,C) connection A
A
B with curvature F
A
B =
dAAB+A
A
C∧ACB. Physical motions are given by those field configurations
that extremise the topological BF action
SM[Σ, A] =
[
i
8πG
β + i
β
∫
M
ΣAB ∧ FAB
]
+ cc. (5)
in the class of all fields that satisfy the simplicity constraints
Σ(AB ∧ ΣCD) != 0, (6a)
ΣAB ∧ Σ¯A′B′ != 0, (6b)
ΣAB ∧ ΣAB + Σ¯A′B′ ∧ Σ¯A′B′ != 0. (6c)
The simplicity constraints guarantee that the area two-form ΣAB is compat-
ible with the existence of a Lorentzian metric gab = ǫAB ǫ¯A′B′e
AA′
ae
BB′
b for
a tetrad eAA
′
a = −e¯A′Aa, such that either3
ΣAB = ∓1
2
eAC′ ∧ eBC′ , or
ΣAB = ∓ i
2
eAC′ ∧ eBC′ .
(7)
The equations of motion for any one of these solutions are then the torsionless
condition,
∇ΣAB = 0⇔ ∇[aΣABab] = 0 (8)
and the Einstein equations, which demand that the curvature be Ricci flat
FAB = Ψ
A
BCDΣ
CD, (9)
where ∇ = d + [A, ·] is the exterior covariant derivative and ΨABCD =
Ψ(ABCD) is the spin (2, 0) Weyl spinor.
The action (5) contains two coupling constants, namely Newton’s con-
stant G, which is a mere conversion factor between units of action and units
of area (for ~ = c = 1), and the Barbero – Immirzi parameter β, which is
a pure number (β > 0). The addition of the Barbero – Immrizi parameter
is actually necessary: Had we not introduced β, and worked with the ac-
tion (5) for β → ∞ (or β → 0) instead, the equations of motion would be
3We will later restrict ourselves to only one of these four solution sectors, namely the
first ΣAB = −
1
2
eAC′ ∧ eB
C′ , which corresponds to ΣAA′BB′ = −ǫ¯A′B′ΣAB − ǫABΣ¯A′B′ =
eAA′ ∧ eBB′ and a signature (−+++) metric gab.
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less restrictive: Any Lorentzian manifold would be a stationary point of the
action.4
We are then considering the gravitational field in a compact four-dimen-
sional causal diamond M as drawn in figure 2. The boundary ∂M consists of
four components: Three-dimensional null surfaces N+ and N−, and spacelike
hypersurfaces Σ+ and Σ− at the top and bottom cutting off the diamond
before the null surfaces recollapse into a point or caustic.
Next, we have to add boundary and corner terms such that the varia-
tional problem is well-posed. For self-dual variables on a null surfaces, these
boundary terms have been studied in the earlier papers [4, 5] of the series.
The boundary action is built from certain boundary fields, which are in-
trinsic to a null surface: On a null surface N there always exists, in fact,
a spinor-valued two-form ηAab ∈ Ω2(N : C2) and a two-component Weyl
spinor (a spinor-valued 0-form) ℓA ∈ Ω0(N : C2) such that the pull-back
ϕ∗
N
: T ∗M → T ∗N of the self-dual two-form ΣABab to the null boundary
turns into the symmetrised spin (1, 0) tensor product[
ϕ∗NΣ
AB
]
ab
≡ ΣABab
←−
= η(Aabℓ
B). (10)
It can be then shown (see again [4, 5] for the details) that the boundary
spinors (ηAab, ℓ¯
A′) determine the entire intrinsic geometry5 of the null sur-
face. For instance, there is the spin (12 ,
1
2) vector component
ℓα ≡ iℓAℓ¯A′ , (11)
and it determines the internal null surface generators ℓα = eαaℓ
a. The spin
4This can be seen as follows: If ΣAB is a solution of the simplicity constraints (6),
we can build a new such solution simply by replacing ΣAB by i × ΣAB . At the level of
the self-dual variables, multiplication by the imaginary unit amounts to take the Hodge
dual in the internal indices α, β, γ, . . . . If the simplicity constraints are satisfied, there
exists then a tetrad eα such that either ΣAB (case i) or i× ΣAB (case ii) is given by the
self-dual part of ±eα ∧ eβ, see [6]. If we now insert any such ΣAB for e.g. β → ∞ back
into the action, we are left with the Einstein –Hilbert action in the first case, but in the
second case we only get a topological term, namely 1/16πG
∫
M
eα ∧ eβ ∧ F
αβ (equally for
β → 0 and βG = const.). The resulting equations of motion would be the torsionless
condition ∇eα = 0 alone, and there would be no Einstein equations, since the variation of
eα would only yield the Bianchi identity Fαβ ∧ e
β = 0, which is already a consequence of
the vanishing of torsion Tα = ∇eα = 0.
5The intrinsic geometry is determined completely by a degenerate signature (0++)
metric qab, whose degenerate direction determines the direction [ℓ
a] ∋ ℓa : qabℓ
b = 0 of the
null generators.
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zero singlet
εab = −iηAabℓA, (12)
on the other hand, defines the area two-form, which is intrinsic to the bound-
ary. In fact, the two-dimensional and oriented area of any two-dimensional
cross-section of the boundary is given by the integral
Ar[C] = −i
∫
C
ηAℓ
A. (13)
For the area to be real constraints must be satisfied, namely the reality
conditions6
ηAabℓ
A + cc. = 0. (14)
The action for the entire region consists then of the action (5) in the bulk
plus a boundary and corner term, namely
S[A,Σ,η, ℓ,α] =
=
i
8πG
β + i
β
[ ∫
M
ΣAB ∧ FAB +
∫
N+
η
+
A ∧
(
(D − ω)ℓA+ − ψA+
)
+
+
∫
N−
η
−
A ∧
(
(D + ω)ℓA− + ψ
A
−
)
+
∫
Co
α(ℓ−Aℓ
A
+ − 1)
]
+ cc. (15)
where Da = ∇←a is the pull-back of the exterior covariant derivative from the
bulk to the boundary. The action is to be extremised in the class of all fields
that satisfy the simplicity constraints (6) for given boundary conditions
on N±: δωa = 0, δ[ψ
A
±]a = 0, (16a)
on Σ±: δA
A
B←a
= 0, (16b)
on C±: δℓ
A
± = 0. (16c)
The resulting equations of motion are the Einstein equations (9) and the tor-
sionless condition (8) in the bulk. At the null boundary, additional boundary
equations of motion appear: The variation of the boundary spinors deter-
mines the exterior covariant derivatives Daℓ
A and D[aη
A
bc] in terms of the
external potentials7 ωa and ψ
A
a, which are held fixed in the variational
6It is here that we restrict ourselves to only the first solution sector (7) of the simplicity
constraints (6). See also footnote 2.
7The paper [5] explains the geometric significance of ωa and ψ
A
a as a measure for the
extrinsic curvature of the null boundary.
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problem. In addition, the variation of the action also determines the glueing
conditions, which link the boundaries and corners with the variables in the
bulk, namely [
ϕ∗N±ΣAB
]
ab
= ℓ±(Aη
±
B)ab, (17a)[
ϕ∗Coη
±
A
]
ab
= ℓ±Aαab, (17b)
where e.g. ϕ∗
C
is the pull-back ϕ∗
C
: T ∗N → T ∗Co. Equation (17a) is ob-
tained from the variation of the connection along the null surface, whereas
(17b) follows from the variation of ℓA± at the intersection Co = N+ ∩N−.
Finally, there is also the variation with respect to the two-form α at the
corner Co = N+ ∩N−, and it simply fixes the normalisation ℓ−AℓA+ = 1 of the
spin dyad (ℓA−, ℓ
A
+) at the corner.
The variation of the action determines both the equations of motion
and the covariant symplectic potential (at the pre-symplectic or kinematical
level), namely
δS = EOM · δ +Θ∂M(δ). (18)
For each one of the boundary components, there is then a term in the pre-
symplectic potential, namely
ΘΣ± =
i
8πG
β + i
β
[∫
Σ±
ΣAB ∧ dAAB +
∫
C±
η
±
Adℓ
A
±
]
+ cc., (19a)
ΘN± = ∓
i
8πG
β + i
β
∫
N±
[
η
±
Aℓ
A
± ∧ dω + η±A ∧ dψA±
]
+ cc. (19b)
In the following, we will restrict ourselves to only one such component,
namely Σ+ ≡ Σ. The symplectic potential ΘΣ consist of a three-dimensional
integral over the interior, and an additional two-dimensional integral over the
corner C ≡ C+. The goal of the remaining part of the paper is to study
the quantisation of the phase space at this two-dimensional corner alone.
The canonical analysis of the entire phase space including the new boundary
variables η±Aab and ℓ
A
± will be left to a forthcoming publication in this series.
The approach so far is therefore incomplete: we will quantise the symplectic
structure at the corner, but we will leave the degrees of freedom in the bulk
classical.
3. Landau quantisation of area
3.1. Landau operators
In this section, we will develop our main result, namely a new repre-
sentation of quantum geometry that reproduces the discrete loop quantum
8
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Figure 2: We are considering the gravitational field in a four-dimensional causal region M,
whose boundary has four components, namely the three-dimensional null surfaces N+ and
N−, which have the topology of a cylinder [0, 1]× S2, and the spacelike disks Σ− and Σ+
at the top and bottom. The boundary has three corners, which appear as the boundary
of the boundary, namely ∂N+ = C+ ∪ C
−1
o and ∂N− = Co ∪ C
−1
− . All these manifolds
carry an orientation, which is induced from the bulk: ∂M = Σ−1− ∪N− ∪N+ ∪Σ+.
gravity area spectrum in the continuum, without ever relying on a discreti-
sation of space, lattice variables or a gauge fixing to a compact gauge group.
In addition, our construction is manifestly Lorentz invariant.
Our starting point is the classical phase space at the corner. The Poisson
brackets for the boundary variables are determined by the corner term
i
8πG
β + i
β
∫
C
(
ηAdℓ
A − cc.) (20)
appearing in the symplectic potential (19a). The spinor ℓA plays the role of
the configuration variable. Its conjugate momentum is given by the spinor-
valued surface density
πA :=
i
16πG
β + i
β
ǫˆ
ab
ηAab, (21)
where β > 0 denotes the Barbero – Immirzi parameter and ǫˆab is the two-
dimensional and metric-independent Levi-Civita density at the corner.8 The
fundamental Poisson brackets are given by{
πA(z), ℓ
B(z′)
}
C
= δBA δ
(2)(z, z′), (22a){
π¯A′(z), ℓ¯
B′(z′)
}
C
= δB
′
A′ δ
(2)(z, z′), (22b)
8If {ϑ1, ϑ2} are coordinates on C, this density is defined by ǫˆab = dϑi ∧ dϑj ∂
a
∂ϑi
∂b
∂ϑj
.
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where δ2(·, ·) is the two-dimensional Dirac distribution at the corner. All
other Poisson brackets among the canonical variables vanish identically.
The spinors ℓA and πA are not arbitrary. The reality conditions (14)
constrain the spin (0, 0) singlet πAℓ
A to satisfy
C =
i
β + i
πAℓ
A + cc. = 0. (23)
The reality conditions are necessary for the spinors to be compatible with
a real and Lorentzian metric in a neighbourhood of the corner. On the
C = 0 constraint hypersurface in phase space, we can then find the following
identities for the area in terms of the canonical variables, namely
Ar[C] = −i
∫
C
ηAℓ
A ≈ 1
2i
∫
C
(
ηAℓ
A − cc.) ≈ 4πiβG∫
C
(πAℓ
A − cc.). (24)
where “≈” means equality up to terms that vanish for C = 0. The right
hand side is clearly real and well-defined on the entire phase space. Defining
Ar[C] := 4πiβG
∫
C
(πAℓ
A − cc.), (25)
we can extend, therefore, the definition of the area away from the C = 0
constraint hypersurface, thus turning the area into a partial observable [18]
on the entire kinematical phase space over the corner.
To quantise the theory, we construct harmonic oscillators from πA and ℓ
A.
We will then define the canonical Fock space for these oscillators and com-
pute the spectrum of the area operator (92) at the quantum level. To define
harmonic oscillators, we need, however, additional geometrical background
structures at the corner. An example illustrates the situation: Consider a
particle in a complex plane, z = x + iy is the position, p = 1/2(px − ipy)
denotes the conjugate momentum. The Poisson brackets are {pz, z} =
{p¯z, z¯} = 1. The Landau operators a :=
√
Ω/2 (z¯ + iΩ−1pz) and b :=√
Ω/2 (z + iΩ−1p¯z) are then built by taking the sum of the configuration
variable (which is ℓA in our case) and the complex conjugate momentum
variable (which is π¯A′). Notice now that the complex coordinates (a, b) de-
pend on an additional length scale, namely Ω, which is required because pz
and z have opposite dimensions of length. The same happens for (πA, ℓ¯
A′).
The momentum variable is a density weight one spinor, to sum π¯A′ with
ℓA we need to first divide by an appropriate surface density d2Ω, and then
map primed into unprimed indices before taking the sum of ℓA and π¯A′ .
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We therefore need two additional structures: a two-dimensional fiducial vol-
ume element d2Ω and a complex structure (essentially a Hermitian metric)
mapping primed into unprimed indices A′ → A.
Accordingly, we choose a fiducial and non-degenerate area two-form ◦εab ∈
Ω2(C : R>), such that the surface density
d2Ω =
1
2
ǫˆ
ab◦
εab = Ω
2(ϑ,ϕ) dcosϑ ∧ dϕ, (26)
is positive (ϑ and ϕ are spherical coordinates with respect to some fiducial
round background metric δ = dϑ2 + sin2ϑ dϕ2 at the corner). We will then
also need the inverse ◦εab of d2Ω (a section of the anti-symmetric tensor
bundle TN ∧ TN over the corner), which is defined implicitly by
◦
ε
ac ◦
εbc = [idN ]
a
b, (27)
where idN : TN → TN is the identity.
Next, we choose9 an internal and future oriented normal nα : ηαβn
αnβ =
−1 such that we have a Hermitian metric in the spin bundle over the corner,
namely
δAA′ = σAA′αn
α, (28)
where σAA′α are the internal and four-dimensional soldering forms.
10 We
then have a norm and can set
‖ℓ‖2 = δAA′ℓAℓ¯A′ , ‖π‖2 = δAA′πAπ¯A′ . (29a)
Notice that ‖ℓ‖2 is a scalar, whereas ‖π‖2 is a surface density of weight four.
Having introduced both a fiducial volume element (the surface density
d2Ω) and a complex structure (the Hermitian metric δAA′ = σAA′αn
α), we
can introduce now the Landau operators
aA[d2Ω, nα] ≡ aA = d
2
2Ω√
2
(
δAA
′
ℓ¯A′ − i
2
◦
ε
abπAab
)
, (30a)
bA[d2Ω, nα] ≡ bA = d
2
2Ω√
2
(
ℓA +
i
2
δAA
′◦
ε
abπ¯A′ab
)
, (30b)
9The most natural choice is given by the surface normal na of Σ itself, such that
nα = eαan
a. Notice that this turns nα into a field-dependent and internal four-vector,
which depends (as a functional) on the pull-back of the tetrad to Σ.
10A matrix representation is given by the four-dimensional Pauli matrices σAA
′
α =
(1, σ1, σ2, σ3). The relation between the tetrad is given by e
AA′
a =
i√
2
σAA
′
αe
α
a.
11
which are spinor-valued half-densities that depend parametrically on the
fiducial background structures nα (which is an internal, future oriented nor-
malised four-vector) and d
2
2Ω (which is the half-density
√
d2Ω). The funda-
mental Poisson commutation relations (22) translate now into commutation
relations for two pairs of harmonic oscillators over the sphere, namely{
aA(z), a∗B(z
′)
}
C
= i δAB δ
(2)(z, z′), (31a){
bA(z), b∗B(z
′)
}
C
= i δAB δ
(2)(z, z′), (31b)
where we introduced the conjugate spinors
a∗A = δAA′ a¯
A′ , b∗A = δAA′ b¯
A′ . (32)
In quantum theory, the Fock vacuum |0, {d2Ω, nα}〉 is then given as the
state in the kernel of the annihilation operators,
∀z ∈ C : aˆA(z)∣∣0, {d2Ω, nα}〉 = bˆA(z)∣∣0, {d2Ω, nα}〉 = 0. (33)
Next, we introduce the canonical number operators for the two oscillators
over any point in C, namely
Na = a
∗
Aa
A =
1
2
[
d2Ω‖ℓ‖2 + (d2Ω)−1‖π‖2 + i(ℓAπA − π¯A′ ℓ¯A′)
]
, (34a)
Nb = b
∗
Ab
A =
1
2
[
d2Ω‖ℓ‖2 + (d2Ω)−1‖π‖2 − i(πAℓA − ℓ¯A′ π¯A′)
]
. (34b)
We can then also introduce the squeeze operators
aAb
A = −1
2
[
d2Ω‖ℓ‖2 − (d2Ω)−1‖π‖2 + i(ℓ¯A′ π¯A′ + πAℓA)
]
, (35a)
(aAb
A)∗ = −1
2
[
d2Ω‖ℓ‖2 − (d2Ω)−1‖π‖2 − i(ℓ¯A′ π¯A′ + πAℓA)
]
. (35b)
3.2. Quantisation of area
For the purpose of this paper, the two most relevant operators are the
area operator (92) and the reality conditions (14). Choosing a normal or-
dering, the area operator is nothing but the difference of the two number
operators, namely
:Ar[C] : = 2πiβG
∫
C
(πˆAℓˆ
A + ℓˆAπˆA − h.c.) =
= 4πβG
∫
C
(
aˆ†Aaˆ
A − bˆ†AbˆA
)
. (36)
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The spectrum of this operator in the Fock space over the vacuum (32) is
discrete. This becomes particularly obvious if we introduce the following
basis: Consider spinor spherical harmonics11 Y AJMs(ϑ,ϕ), such that we have
a mode expansion
aˆA(ϑ,ϕ) = d
2
2Ω
∞∑
J=1/2
J∑
M=−J
∑
s=±
aˆJMsY
A
JMs(ϑ,ϕ), (37a)
bˆA(ϑ,ϕ) = d
2
2Ω
∞∑
J=1/2
J∑
M=−J
∑
s=±
bˆJMsY
A
JMs(ϑ,ϕ). (37b)
The resulting Poisson brackets are given by an infinite tower of harmonic
oscillators, [
aˆJMs, aˆ
†
J ′M ′s′
]
=
[
bˆJMs, bˆ
†
J ′M ′s′
]
= δJJ ′δMM ′δss′ , (38)
where we chose the canonical normalisation∫
C
d2Ω δAA′Y¯
A′
J ′M ′s′Y
A
JMs = δJJ ′δMM ′δss′ . (39)
The area operator is now just the sum of the differences of the two number
operators in each mode, namely
:Ar[C] : = 4πβ G
∞∑
J=1/2
J∑
M=−J
∑
s=±1
(
aˆ†JMsaˆJMS − bˆ†JMsbˆJMs
)
. (40)
Hence, there is a fundamental discreteness of area in quantum gravity. The
possible eigenvalues {an} of area are given by the multiplies
an = 4πβ Gn = ao
n
2
, n ∈ Z (41)
of the fundamental loop gravity area gap
ao = 8πβ G = 8πβ ℓ
2
P, (42)
where β > 0 is the Barbero – Immirzi parameter and ℓP =
√
~G/c3 is the
Planck length. Notice that the area spectrum contains both positive and
11The spinor spherical harmonics are defined with respect to some fiducial two-
dimensional round metric δ = dϑ2 + sin2ϑdϕ2 at the corner C.
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negative eigenvalues. This is to be expected, since the classical expression
(13) measures the oriented area of the cross-section, which may be positive
or negative depending on the orientation. The area spectrum is equidistant,
and it differs, therefore, from the one that has been found in loop quantum
gravity. There is no logical contradiction: In here, we are quantising a dif-
ferent operator, namely the oriented area of a two-dimensional cross section
of a null surface, whereas in loop quantum gravity one studies the metrical
area
Arg[C] =
∫
C
dxdy
√
det
(
g(∂x, ∂x) g(∂x, ∂y)
g(∂y, ∂x) g(∂y, ∂y)
)
(43)
instead. In fact, in loop gravity, one finds [7, 8] the following main eigenvalues
for the metrical area of a surface, namely
an1,n2,... = 8πβ G
∑
2j∈N
n2j
√
j(j + 1), ni ∈ N0. (44)
At the classical level, both notions of area agree up to a local sign, whereas
in quantum theory, the eigenvalues of the two operators (43) and (40) are
different, but they approach each other in the semi-classical limit, namely
for j →∞, ~j = const.
3.3. Imposition of the reality conditions
Finally, there are also the reality conditions (14), which we now need to
impose at the quantum level as well. Separating real and imaginary parts of
πAℓ
A, we get
C =
i
β + i
πAℓ
A + cc. =
=
1
β2 + 1
[
(πAℓ
A + ℓ¯A
′
π¯A′) + iβ(πAℓ
A − ℓ¯A′ π¯A′)
]
. (45)
Choosing a normal ordering, and going back to the definition of the num-
ber and squeeze operators (35a, 35b), we can quantise this operator rather
immediately, namely by saying
: C : =
1
β2 + 1
[
i
(
aˆAbˆ
A − (aˆAbˆA)†
)
+ β
(
aˆ†Aaˆ
A − bˆ†AbˆA
)]
. (46)
A short calculation confirms that the area operator (36) commutes with the
quantum reality conditions (46), namely that
∀z ∈ C :
[
: C(z) : , :Ar[C] :
]
= 0. (47)
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In the same way, one can also show that the area operator and the reality
conditions (46) commute with the generators of local SL(2,C) gauge trans-
formations, which are given by
ΠAB(z) = −1
2
πˆ(A(z)ℓˆB)(z), (48a)
Π¯A′B′(z) = −1
2
πˆ†(A′(z)ℓˆ
†
B′)(z). (48b)
Notice that there is no ordering ambiguity in here, because [πˆA(z), ℓB(z
′)] =
−iǫABδ(2)(z, z′) is anti-symmetric in A and B, whereas ΠAB = ΠBA is sym-
metric.
In summary, the area operator, the reality conditions (46) and the gener-
ators of local SL(2,C) gauge transformations can be diagonalised simultane-
ously. In (41) we gave the spectrum of the area operator at the kinematical
level (i.e. prior to imposing the reality conditions). The area operator com-
mutes with both the reality conditions (46) and the SL(2,C) generators,
and the spectrum at the level of the physical (or gauge invariant) bound-
ary Hilbert space can therefore only be a subset of the kinematical area
spectrum.
To impose the reality conditions (46) at the quantum level, we first intro-
duce the corresponding finite gauge transformations U [λ] := exp(−i ∫
C
λC)
for gauge parameters λ : C → R. Any such gauge transformation generates
a conformal transformation of the fiducial area element d2Ω in addition to a
local U(1) phase rotation. This can be seen by writing the constraint (46)
as a sum of a local squeeze operator
K(z) =
1
2i
[
aˆA(z)bˆ
A(z) − (aˆA(z)bˆA(z))†], (49)
which is responsible for the conformal transformation of the fiducial area
element, and the U(1) generator
L(z) =
1
2
[
aˆ†A(z)aˆ
A(z)− bˆ†A(z)bˆA(z)
]
. (50)
We then have
:C(z) : = − 2
β2 + 1
(K(z) − βL(z)), (51)
which is a Lorentz invariant version of the so-called linear simplicity con-
straints [19, 20].
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It is then straightforward to see that the reality conditions generate the
following gauge transformations, namely
exp
(
i
∫
C
λ :C :
)
aˆA
[
d2Ω, nα
]
(z) exp
(
− i
∫
C
λ :C :
)
=
= e
− iβ
β2+1
λ(z)
aˆA
[
e
2λ
β2+1d2Ω, nα
]
(z), (52)
exp
(
i
∫
C
λ :C :
)
bˆA
[
d2Ω, nα
]
(z) exp
(
− i
∫
C
λ :C :
)
=
= e
− iβ
β2+1
λ(z)
bˆA
[
e
2λ
β2+1d2Ω, nα
]
(z), (53)
where we used the notation aˆA[d2Ω, nα](z) to stress that the annihilation
operators depend (as a functional) on the fiducial background structures
d2Ω and nα, and (as an ordinary function) on the points z ∈ C (see also the
definition of aˆA and bˆA in (30a) and (30b) above).
Two states in the Fock space are then said to be gauge equivalent, if there
is a local gauge parameter λ : C → R that maps one state into the other, in
other words
Ψ ∼ Ψ′ ⇔ ∃λ : C → R : Ψ′ = exp
(
i
∫
C
λ : C :
)
Ψ. (54)
In particular, any two Fock vacua that only differ by a choice for the area
density d2Ω are gauge equivalent,
∣∣∣0,{d2Ω, nα}〉 ∼
∣∣∣∣0,{e 2λβ2+1d2Ω, nα}
〉
. (55)
By imposing the reality conditions at the quantum level, the dependence of
the Fock vacuum on the fiducial background area density d2Ω is therefore
simply washed away. Still, the boundary Fock vacuum depends on a choice
for a fiducial four-normal nα. This dependence remains, but it is a result of
having only quantised the boundary. Had we quantised also gravity in the
bulk, we would have had to impose the glueing conditions (17a) as well. At
the classical level, they are given by the constraint
CAB =
4πiβG
β + i
ǫˆ
abΣABab − ℓ(AπB) = 0, (56)
which links the boundary spinors πA and ℓ
A to the pull-back of the self-
dual area two-form ΣABab. Now, ℓˆ(AπˆB) is the self-dual generator of local
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SL(2,C) frame rotations. For a local gauge element ΛAB : C → sl(2,C), we
find, in fact
exp
(∫
C
iΛAB πˆAℓˆB − hc.
)
aˆA
[
d2Ω, nα
]
(z)
× exp
(
−
∫
C
iΛAB πˆAℓˆB − hc.
)
= gAB(Λ) aˆ
B
[
d2Ω, gαβ(Λ)n
β
]
(z), (57)
equally for bˆA(z), where g(Λ) denotes the SO(1, 3) respectively SL(2,C)
gauge transformation g(Λ) = exp(Λ). The Fock vacuum at the boundary
depends parametrically on a future oriented four-vector nα, and any two
different choices for nα are related, therefore, by a Lorentz transformation
that sends one vacuum into the other,
exp
(∫
C
iΛAB πˆAℓˆB − hc.
)∣∣∣0,{d2Ω, nα}〉 = ∣∣∣0,{d2Ω, gαβ(Λ)nβ}〉 , (58)
which is a direct consequence of (57). The boundary Fock vacuum is there-
fore only Lorentz covariant, but not Lorentz invariant. At the level of the
Hamiltonian theory, it can be shown (see [5] for references) that the glueing
conditions are the generators of simultaneous SL(2,C) gauge transforma-
tions in the bulk plus boundary. Hence we expect that local Lorentz in-
variance of the boundary states can be restored only by the coupling to the
bulk, such that the quantum states for the bulk plus boundary geometry are
entangled, Ψ =
∫
d3nΨ∂Σn ⊗ΨΣn , and local SL(2,C) gauge invariance follows
from the average over all possible directions of nα.
4. Topological quantisation
In the previous section, we developed the quantisation of the gravitational
boundary fields using a Landau representation for the boundary spinors ℓA
and πA. The goal of this section is to explain the compatibility with loop
quantum gravity in the usual Ashtekar –Lewandowski representation.
The Fock vacuum (33) at the boundary depends parametrically on a
choice for a fiducial area density d2Ω and a Hermitian metric δAA′ = σAA′αn
α.
The dependence on d2Ω is gauged away by imposing the reality conditions
(46). Two different Fock vacua that differ only by a choice for d2Ω are gauge
equivalent, and the Fock vacuum |0, {d2Ω, nα}〉 is therefore gauge equivalent
to a totally squeezed state such as
Ψ∅ = lim
t→∞
∣∣∣∣0,{e− 2λtβ2+1d2Ω, nα}
〉
, (59)
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for a gauge parameter λ : C → R> as in (58) above. Such a totally squeezed
state does not exist as a vector in the Hilbert space (it does not define
a Cauchy sequence). Formally, it yields an eigenstate of the momentum
operator πˆA with vanishing eigenvalue (this can be seen from the definition
of the annihilation operators (30) by sending ◦εab ≡ d2Ω→ 0, hence ◦εab →
∞). Using a functional Schrödinger representation, we then formally have
∀z ∈ C : −i δ
δℓA(z)
Ψ∅[ℓ
A] = −i δ
δℓ¯A′(z)
Ψ∅[ℓ
A] = 0, (60)
hence Ψ∅[ℓ
A] = const. In loop quantum gravity, such a state is very well
known: it represents the spinorial analogue of the Ashtekar –Lewandowski
vacuum [21–23] restricted to the corner. Yet in here, this state appears as
just one representative of an infinite family of gauge equivalent states (58).
Let us now see how to build excited states over this vacuum and impose
the reality conditions (14) at the quantum level. The basic idea is to look
at topological excitations for which the vacuum (59) is excited only over
a certain number of punctures z1, z2, . . . zN ∈ C, such that the quantum
state of the two-dimensional geometry can be described by an N body wave
function
Ψf [ℓ
A] = f
(
ℓA(z1), . . . , ℓ
A(zN )
)
, (61)
in a yet unspecified N particle Hilbert space HN . The entire boundary
Hilbert space will be then given as a direct sum
H = C⊕H1 ⊕H2 ⊕ . . . (62)
of all N particle Hilbert spaces. For the moment, the statistics is left un-
specified. In particular, all punctures are thought to be distinguishable.
At the level of the spin bundle, the N body wave function f(ℓA1 , . . . , ℓ
A
N )
sends the C2zi fibres
12 over the punctures into the complex numbers, hence
it defines a map
f : C2z1 × · · · × C2zN → C. (63)
The actual location of the punctures z = (z1, . . . , zN ) is gauged away by the
action of small diffeomorphisms: Consider a diffeomorphism ϕ = exp(ξ) :
C → C at the corner that admits a horizontal lift ϕ↑ = exp(ξ↑) : S → S
into the spin bundle S(C,C2, πS) (the base manifold is the corner itself, the
12We are considering the spin bundle S(C,C2, πS) over the corner, where each fibre
C
2
z = π
−1
S
(z) over a point z ∈ C is homeomorphic to C2.
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standard fibre is C2). Two states are then said to be gauge equivalent, if the
bundle morphism ϕ↑ sends one state into the other, that is
Ψf ∼ Ψϕ∗↑f , where: Ψϕ∗↑f [ℓA] := Ψf [ϕ↑ ◦ ℓA]. (64)
For large gauge transformations, on the other hand, we expect that they
have a non-trivial action in the quantum theory [24]. This observation could
be used, in fact, to determine the statistics of the N particle wave function
(the exchange of two punctures can always be made undone by performing
a large diffeomorphism). For the time being, we content ourselves with
considering only the simplest case, where all punctures are thought to be
distinguishable.13
What is then the inner product on the N particle Hilbert space? First
of all, we require that the left translation along the fibres
(UgΨf )[ℓ
A] = f
(
[g−1(z1)]
A
Bℓ
B(z1), . . . , [g
−1(zN )]
A
Bℓ
B(zN )
)
(65)
for local SL(2,C) gauge transformations g be unitary. This restricts severely
the functional form of f . The principal series of the unitary and irreducible
representations of SL(2,C) are labelled and uniquely characterised by two
numbers, namely by a spin j = Z/2 and an additional quantum number
ρ ∈ R, and together they parametrise the two Casimir operators ~L2 − ~K2
and ~L · ~K of the Lorentz group, see [25] for a detailed account. A concrete
realisation of these (ρ, j)-representations of SL(2,C) is given by homogenous
functions,
∀ζ ∈ C− {0} : fρ,j
(
ζℓA
)
= ζ−iρ+j−1ζ¯−iρ−j−1fρ,j
(
ℓA
)
, (66)
where SL(2,C) acts as in (65) above. The most general N body wave func-
tion (61) can be then built from complex superpositions of such homogenous
functions, which should satisfy for all ζi ∈ C− {0} and i = 1, . . . , N that
fρ,j
(
ℓA(z1), . . . ,ζℓ
A(zi), . . . , ℓ
A(zN )
)
=
= ζ−iρi+ji−1ζ¯−iρi−ji−1 fρ,j
(
ℓA(z1), . . . , ℓ
A(zN )
)
. (67)
What is then the measure with respect to which these states are nor-
malised? The integration measure on C2
d4ℓ =
1
16
dℓA ∧ dℓA ∧ dℓ¯A′ ∧ dℓ¯A′ , (68)
13The null boundary is a three-dimensional manifold, and it seems quite plausible there-
fore that anyonic statistics will play an important role if the dynamics is taken into account
as well, see [24] for detailed thoughts about this idea.
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is clearly SL(2,C) invariant, but the homogenous functions are not normal-
isable with respect to the L2(C2, d4ℓ) inner product. The divergence can be
removed, however, by dividing out the integration over the gauge orbits of
the reality conditions (23). We introduce the vector field
VC =
i
β + i
ℓA
∂
∂ℓA
− i
β − i ℓ¯
A′ ∂
∂ℓ¯A′
. (69)
and define the three-form
d3µ(ℓ) = VCyd
4ℓ =
1
8
i
β + i
ℓAdℓ
A ∧ dℓ¯A′ ∧ dℓ¯A′ + cc., (70)
where “y” denotes the interior product. The inner product between two N
particle states is then given by the integral
〈
Ψf ,Ψf ′
〉
N
=
∫
C2z1
/C
d3µ(ℓ1) · · ·
∫
C2zN
/C
d3µ(ℓN ) f(ℓA1 , . . . )f
′(ℓA1 , . . . ), (71)
where we integrate over a gauge fixing surface, such as G(ℓi) = ‖ℓi‖2 = const.
that intersects the gauge orbits ℓAi ∼ e
i
β+i
λ(zi)ℓAi of the reality conditions (23)
exactly once. The inner product is now invariant under small deformations
of the gauge fixing surface, if and only if the integrant satisfies for all i =
1, . . . , N the constraint
[( i
β + i
ℓAi
∂
∂ℓAi
+ 2
)
+ cc.
]
f(ℓA1 , . . . , ℓ
A
N )f
′(ℓA1 , . . . , ℓ
A
N ) = 0. (72)
This condition is found by deforming the gauge fixing surface (e.g. G(ℓi) =
‖ℓi‖2 = const.) and using Stokes’s theorem. Suppose now that this condition
is satisfied (we will see in a moment that physical states always satisfy this
condition). It then follows that the inner product is SL(2,C) gauge invariant,
such that equation (65) realises a unitary representation of SL(2,C). States
with different homogeneity weights are then necessarily orthogonal.
Next, we define operators acting on these states. Consider an open neigh-
bourhood Uz ⊂ C around a point z ∈ C and define the following smeared
Euler homogeneity operators, namely
EN [Uz]Ψ[ℓ
A] :=
∫
Uz
ℓA
(
z′
) δ
δℓA(z′)
Ψ[ℓA], (73)
E¯N [Uz]Ψ[ℓ
A] :=
∫
Uz
ℓ¯A
′(
z′
) δ
δℓ¯A′(z′)
Ψ[ℓA]. (74)
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Consider then one of our basis states, which are built from homogenous
functions fρ,j as in equation (67) above, and define the corresponding wave
functional
Ψfρ,j [ℓ
A] = fρ,j
(
ℓA(z1), . . . , ℓ
A(zN )
)
. (75)
A short moment of reflection reveals that any such state is an eigenvector of
the Euler operators with eigenvalues given by
EN [Uz]Ψfρ,j =
N∑
i=1
χUz(zi)
(− iρi + ji − 1)Ψfρ,j , (76)
E¯N [Uz]Ψfρ,j =
N∑
i=1
χUz(zi)
(− iρi − ji − 1)Ψfρ,j , (77)
where χUz(z
′) denotes the characteristic function of Uz ⊂ C. If (72) is satis-
fied, the inner product is SL(2,C) invariant. States of different homogeneity
weights are then orthogonal and the adjoint operators must satisfy, therefore,
E†N [Uz]Ψfρ,j =
N∑
i=1
χUz(zi)
(
iρi + ji − 1
)
Ψfρ,j , (78)
E¯†N [Uz]Ψfρ,j =
N∑
i=1
χUz(zi)
(
iρi − ji − 1)Ψfρ,j . (79)
Next we have to quantise the reality conditions (23) and find their kernel
in the state space spanned by the homogenous wave functions (75). At the
classical level, the reality conditions imply that for any open neighbourhood
Uz ⊂ C around any point z ∈ C the constraint
i
β + i
∫
Uz
πAℓ
A + cc. = 0 (80)
is satisfied. Choosing a symmetric ordering, we define the operator
:
∫
Uz
πAℓ
A
: =
1
2i
(
EN [Uz]− E¯†N [Uz]
)
. (81)
Physical states Ψphys are now given by those wave functionals that are an-
nihilated by the reality conditions, hence
[ i
β + i
:
∫
Uz
πAℓ
A
: + hc.
]
Ψphys = 0. (82)
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It is now immediate to impose the reality conditions, and identify their
solution space. The eigenvalues of the Euler homogeneity operators are given
in (76) and (78), such that the only allowed values for the quantum numbers
ρi and ji must satisfy the relation
i
β + i
(ρi + i ji) + cc. = 0⇔ ρi = βji. (83)
In defining the inner product (71), we mentioned that the integrals are
independent of the gauge fixing only if the integrant satisfies the constraint
(72). We can now verify this condition: any N body physical state can be
written as a superposition of homogenous functions
Ψphys[ℓ
A] =
∑
j1...jN
cj1...jNf(βj1...βjN ),(j1...jN )
(
ℓA(z1), . . . , ℓ
A(zN )
)
(84)
that all satisfy for all i = 1, . . . , N the reality conditions ρi = βji. From
there, it is easy to see that (72) is satisfied, such that the inner product (71)
between physical states is indeed independent of the gauge fixing. The N
particle Hilbert space is then given by the Cauchy completion (with respect
to the norm induced by the inner product (71)) of the complex span of all
such normalisable states Ψphys.
Having imposed the reality conditions at the quantum level, we can now
introduce the area operator and compare its spectrum with what we found
in the last section, see (41). In the classical theory, the area (13) of a
neighbourhood Uz on C is given by the integral
Ar[Uz] = −i
∫
Uz
ηAℓ
A. (85)
Choosing a normal ordering, we can now quantise this operator simply by
saying
:Ar[Uz] : = −8πG β
β + i
E[Uz], (86)
where E[Uz] is the Euler homogeneity operator (76). Consider then a ho-
mogenous function fj ≡ fρ,j such that the reality conditions (83) are satis-
fied: ρi = βji for all i = 1, . . . , N . The corresponding wave functional Ψfj is
an eigenstate of the area operator, with eigenvalues given by
:Ar[Uz] : Ψfj = 8π βG
N∑
i=1
χUz(zi)ji Ψfj . (87)
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The possible eigenvalues of the area of the entire corner are then simply
given by
an = 4π βGn, n ∈ Z/2, (88)
which agrees with the bosonic quantisation that we introduced earlier (41).
Hence, we arrive at the same conclusion as before. In quantum gravity area
is quantised.
Before concluding, one last remark. The interpretation of Ψf as a wave
function for N particles is actually quite appropriate. Suppose, for a mo-
ment, that the classical metric in the neighbourhood of the corner is flat,
and that the corner itself is a round two-sphere. The null vector ℓα that
shines out of this sphere is the square ℓα = −σAA′αℓAℓ¯A′ of the spinor
ℓA(ϑ,ϕ) =
(
ℓ0(ϑ,ϕ)
ℓ1(ϑ,ϕ)
)
=
(
cosϑ2
eiϕsinϑ2
)
. (89)
Using a stereographic projection, we can then use this spinor itself as a
coordinate on the sphere, such that a point is marked by the ratio
ℓ1(z)
ℓ0(z)
= z = eiϕtan
ϑ
2
(90)
of the spin up and down components. The N body homogenous wave func-
tions (75) can be then written as a product of a universal prefactor times
an N body wave function f(z1, . . . , zN ), which only depends on the complex
coordinates (90) labelling the locations z1, . . . , zN of the punctures on the
sphere. The most general state in the N body Hilbert space can be then
written in the following form,
Ψf [ℓ
A] =
∑
j1,...,jN
cj1...jN
N∏
i=1
(
ℓ0(zi)
)−iji(β+i)−1(ℓ¯ 0′(zi))−iji(β−i)−1
× fj1...jN (z1, . . . , zN ), (91)
for complex coefficients {cj1...jN} and N body wave functions fj1...(z1, . . . )
on the fiducial round sphere.
5. Summary and conclusion
Let us summarise. First of all (section 2), we studied the boundary
symplectic structure at a two-dimensional cross-section of a null surface (see
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figure 2). The canonically conjugate variables at the boundary consist of a
spinor ℓA and a spinor-valued surface density πA. We then showed that the
area of the cross section can be written as a surface integral of the Lorentz
invariant contraction (i.e. the helicity) of the spinors,
Ar[C] = 4πiβG
∫
C
(
πAℓ
A − cc.). (92)
To be compatible with a real and Lorentzian metric, the spinors have to
satisfy certain constraints, namely the reality conditions (23).
Next (section 3), we built two pairs of harmonic oscillators out of the
spinors. This required additional fiducial background structures, namely a
two-dimensional surface density d2Ω and a Hermitian metric δAA′ = σAA′αn
α.
We then quantised the oscillators using a bosonic representation obtaining
a Fock vacuum |0, {d2Ω, nα〉, which depends parametrically on the fiducial
background structures. The oriented area (92) of the cross section turned
into the difference of two number operators, with no dependence on the fidu-
cial background structures. In quantum theory, the area becomes quantised
(the integral (92) is essentially the generator of global U(1) transformation
of the spinors), and the spectrum of the cross sectional area is equidistant.14
The possible eigenvalues have infinite degeneracy and are all multiples of the
fundamental loop gravity area gap ao = 8πβ ~G/c
3.
Finally (section 4), we studied how the Fock representation for the bound-
ary fields fits together with loop quantum gravity in the usual spin network
representation. We imposed the reality conditions (23) at the quantum level,
and saw that two different Fock vacua |0, {d2Ω1, nα〉 and |0, {d2Ω2, nα〉 that
differ only by a choice for the fiducial area element are gauge equivalent (the
reality conditions are the sum of a squeeze operator (49) and an U(1) gener-
ator (50), the squeeze operator generating conformal transformations of the
fiducial area density d2Ω). Imposing the reality conditions amounts there-
fore to consider only gauge equivalence classes15 of states that are related
14Such area spectra also appear in other approaches, such as the semi-classic quanti-
sation of black holes due to Bekenstein –Mukhanov [26], and non-commutative geometry
[27, 28].
15There are no normalisable states in the Fock space that would lie in the kernel of the
reality conditions (46). The Fock space that we introduced in section 3 is therefore only
kinematical, physical states represent distributions (elements of the algebraic dual of the
Fock space). Yet by duality, the area spectrum can already be inferred from the states in
the Fock space alone.
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by the gauge transformations (52, 52). Thus, we washed away the depen-
dence of the Fock vacuum on the fiducial background area density d2Ω. The
Fock vacuum for any given choice of d2Ω is therefore gauge equivalent to
a totally squeezed state such as (59). Such a totally squeezed state is well
known from loop quantum gravity, where it represents the analogue of the
Ashtekar –Lewandowski vacuum at a two-dimensional surface. Finally, we
introduced topological excitations over this vacuum, such that the boundary
spinors are excited only over a finite number of punctures z1, . . . , zN ∈ C.
Every such puncture carries a unitary representation of the Lorentz group,
which are classified by quantum numbers ρ ∈ R and j ∈ Z/2. We then
quantised the reality conditions and imposed them at the quantum level:
Only those representations contribute for which ρ = βj, which is the same
kind of constraint that appears in the definition of the loop gravity transition
amplitudes [19, 20]. Once the reality conditions are imposed, the spectrum
of the area operator is therefore discrete, and it matches the one that we
derived using the Fock representation in the continuum, see (41) and (87).
In summary, our quantisation of the gravitational boundary modes an-
swers and addresses some long standing and well-founded doubts and reser-
vations against loop gravity, see [29]. It was often remarked that the deriva-
tion of the area spectrum relies on using SU(2) gauge connection variables,
whereas the geometrically relevant choice for gravity seems to be rather
SL(2,C). Our calculation is manifestly Lorentz invariant (this becomes par-
ticularly clear in section 4), and no gauge fixing to compact gauge groups
is ever required. Another critique came from the usage of spin network
functions. It was argued that by working with spin network functions the
discreteness was introduced right from the onset. Yet, in our framework all
fields are continuous, and no discretisation was ever introduced. In addition,
we have quantised the boundary variables on a null surface, such that the
discreteness of area in quantum gravity seems to be indeed compatible with
both local Lorentz invariance and the universal causal structure of the light
cone.
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